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FABRIC BIN
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INFORMATION BEFORE WE START

Read through all instructions before starting the fabric bin.

Print your pattern pieces at  100% or turn off scaling in your print preference.
Test square is on pattern piece#1.

Seam allowance is 1/4” (6 mm)

Seam allowance is included in all pattern pieces.

Always remember to back stitch at start and end of stitching.

There are check boxes          in every step, so you can keep track of your progress.

Color coded cutting labels for fabric, lining and interfacing are on page 3 to help you keep track of 
your pieces, just pin them to your fabric, lining and interfacing pieces as you cut them.

I used Clover Wonder clips as pins for this project, but you can use normal pins.

Arrows Shows the Grain:

The grain is the edge of the side of your fabric, where the fabric manufacturer has their name 
stamped.   The arrow on the pattern pieces should be parallel with the stamped edge.

If you have any questions, I am only an email away.

vivi@sewnideas.com

MATERIAL LIST:

OUTER FABRIC + LINING FABRIC are light-medium weight cotton fabric.

OUTER FABRIC - 1/2 fat quarter OR 18” W x 9” H (45 cm W x 23 cm H)

LINING FABRIC - 1/2 fat quarter OR 18” W x 9” H (45 cm W x 23 cm H)

FUSIBLE FEATHERWEIGHT INTERFACING PELLON (911FF) OR (SF101):
1 fat quarter (55 cm W x 45 cm H)

DECOR-BOND (809W1):
1/2 fat quarter (45 cm W x 25 cm H)

OPTIONAL (for sturdy bottom)
CARDBOARD: 4” x 4” (10 cm x 10 cm)
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CUTTING INSTRUCTION

      Outer fabric: 

2 Pattern piece#1 - body

      Lining fabric:

2 Pattern piece#1 - body

2 Pattern piece#4 - bottom sleeve....optional

      Fusible featherweight (911FF) OR (SF101)  

4 Pattern piece#2 - body

      Decor-Bond (809W1)

2 Pattern piece#2 - body

 OPTIONAL:  Card board (for sturdy bottom)

1 Pattern piece#3 - bottom

CUTTING LABELS FOR FABRIC + LINING + INTERFACING                
          Pin these labels to your outer fabric, lining fabrics and interfacings as you cut them

BODY

 

Pattern piece#1

BODY
  

Pattern piece#2

BODY

           

Pattern piece#1

BOTTOM

          1 in cardboard

Pattern piece#3

BODY
      

Pattern piece#2

To be cut in outer fabric
To be cut in lining fabric
To be cut in (911) OR (SF101)
To be cut in Decor-Bond (809)
To be cut in Cardboard 

2 in outer fabric 2 in lining fabric

2 in (809W1)

4 in (911) OR
SF(101)

BOTTOM SLEEVE    

          2 in lining fabric

Pattern piece#4

OPTIONAL
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1. Center one piece of fusible featherweigh
    interfacing on wrong side of each outer
    fabric and lining fabrics.  Iron on using
    manufacturer’s instruction how to apply.

2. Now center one pices of fusible 
    decor-bond on wrong side of each outer
    fabric.  This is to be ironed on top of the
    fusible featherweight interfacing we 
    just ironed on before.  Iron on using
    manufacturer’s instructions how to
    apply.   The reason we have two 
    different interfacings on the outer fabric
    is to make it more sturdy.

FEATHERW
EIGHT

DECOR-BOND

(911FF) OR (SF101)

(809W1)

OUTER FABRIC

LINING FABRIC

FUSIBLE INTERFACING

I used different fabric colors for each pattern
piece, so it would be easy for you to see and fol-
low along.   I also used contrasting sewing thread, 
again for easy visability.

OUTER FABRIC                                                                                                                          

 LINING

OPTIONAL

BOTTOM

OUTER FABRIC....Green.....Pattern piece#1
LINING FABRIC....Pink.......Pattern piece#1
BOTTOM............Yellow......Pattern piece#3+4
INTERFACING....................Pattern piece#2

Here are the different fabric colors I used:
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SEWING INSTRUCTIONBOTTOM ASSEMBLE
REMEMBER: All seam allowance is 1/4” (6 mm)

1. With right sides together of outer fabric, pin and sew across the bottom.

2. Repeat step 1 for the lining fabric.

3. Press the seam open in both outer fabric and lining fabric.

SIDE SEAMS

1. Fold your outer fabric so you 
    again have right sides together.
    Pin and sew each sides.

2. Repeat step 1 for the lining 
    fabric.

3. Press the side seams open in both outer fabric 
    and lining fabric.

    If you have a sleeve ironing board it will be
    easier.

SEW
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SEWING INSTRUCTION

CORNERS:
This will form the bottom of the bin

MATCH UP SEAMS SEW HERE

1. Align the bottom seams with the seams in your outer fabric.

2. Pin and sew together.

3. Repeat step 1 + step 2 with your lining fabric.

OUTER FABRIC LINING FABRIC

WRONG SIDE 
     OUT

RIGHT SIDE 
      OUT

OPENING

1. Turn your lining fabric right side out.

    Your outer fabric should have wrong side
     facing put, and the lining fabric should
     have right side facing out.

2. Place your lining fabric inside the outer
    fabric bin so they are right sides
    together.

    Remember to line up side seams.

    Pin and sew together around the top, 
    but leave about 3” (7,5 cm) open for
    turning later.

TIP: If your sewing machine has an
        extenstion table, remove it.   This will
        make it easier to sew around the top.
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SEWING INSTRUCTION

3. Turn right side out through the opening at the top.
     Carefully poke out corners in the outer fabric.
     Now push the lining fabric down into the inside of 
     the outer fabric, and carefully poke out corners in
     the lining fabric.
FINISHING THE FABRIC BIN

1. Tuck the openings seam allowance inside and 
     press, so the edges are even with the rest of the 
    seam.    Press.
2. Optional: Handstitch the opening closed.  If you don’t like to handstitch, you don’t
     have to, the opening will be closed in step 4.

3.  Press the bin.

4. If you used two different fabric colors,
    one for the outer fabric and one for the
    lining fabric, change thread, so it 
    matches your fabric on both sides.

   Topstitch around the top edge, which 
   also closes the opening used for turning

       CONGRATS!

“YOUR BIN IS FINISHED”

OPTIONAL: STURDY BOTTOM
If you want to have a more sturdy bottom, you can continue here.

1. Cut pattern piece#3 once in cardboard.

2. Cut Pattern piece#4 twice in lining fabric.

3. Sew around 3 sides of the lining fabric, leaving one side
    open.
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SEWING INSTRUCTION

4. Turn right side out through the opening
     and carefully poke out corners. Press.

5. Slide the cardboard inside the sleeve
    all the way up to the seam.

     This should be a snug fit.

6. Tuck the openings seam allowance
     inside and handstitch the opening
     closed.

7. Put the bottom we just made, down into the fabric bin.   It should be snug enough to
    stay in place.

8. Optional:  Turn the top 1.5” (5 cm) down to show your lining fabric for a cute look.

      CONGRATS!

  “YOU’R DONE”
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